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From the 348 pages of The Apple Trees at Olema I liked only two poems plus a handful of lines. Fun fact: Hass is yet another of those
"bougainvillea" writers, so it shouldn't come as a surprise that I don't like his work. And, as I always do with such terrible books, I've
saved a collection of "worst of" for your entertainment (or, "disenchantment," as Hass would say)Â But his vision and his search for the
The necessary New and Selected that has Hass's famous poems, and an interesting selection of the the others that haven't become
anthology pieces. I might have chosen a few other poems from the earlier books, but it is instructive to see which poems Hass finds
important. Free 2-day shipping. Buy The Apple Trees at Olema at Walmart.com.Â See our disclaimer. From the National Book Awardwinning author of "Time" and "Materials" comes 20 new and selected poems. No practicing poet has more talent than Robert Hess.-"Atlantic Monthly." The Apple Trees at Olema. Specifications. Publisher. â€œThe new poems show Hass at the height of his narrative
powers He tries to get every word he can into each line, every detail he can into each poem, as though, if these feats are possible, then
itâ€™s also possible to save some part of the world from dissolution.â€ (Publishers Weekly (starred review)). Read more.Â His books
of poetry include The Apple Trees at Olema (Ecco, 2010), Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award winner Time and Materials (Ecco,
2008), Sun Under Wood (Ecco, 1996), Human Wishes (1989), Praise (1979), and Field Guide (1973), which was selected by Stanley
Kunitz for the Yale Younger Poets Series.

